
Having efficient storage for your cannabis dispensary isn’t just helpful for keeping your sales 
processes streamlined, it also saves your bottom line from damaged, lost, or stolen product. 
Pipp’s mobile cannabis dispensary storage units safely and effectively store your inventory 
on our patented tracking system without sacrificing crucial floor space.
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As the volume of customers and SKU’s continually grows, 
ensuring efficient and secure storage in the back-of-the-house 
and the front-of-the-house is essential. Additionally, efficient 
storage in the back-of-the-house provides more space for sales.



Mechanical-Assist Carriages Manual Carriages

 ⊲ ADA Compliant

 ⊲ Anti-Tip System available

 ⊲ For heavier loads - Weight Capacity:
1,000 lbs per Linear Foot

 ⊲ Maximum Carriage Length is 48’ (larger 
applications should be approved by Pipp)

 ⊲ Ideal system for cannabis retail applications

 ⊲ For lighter loads up to 3,000 lbs.

 ⊲ Anti-Tip System available

 ⊲ ADA Compliant

 ⊲ Maximum Carriage Length is 12’



Rivet Style Shelving
Rivet Style Shelving combines easy assembly with 
structural integrity. The positive rivet connection is 
joined with a 14-gauge angle post to create a rigid 
framework ideal for high density shelving. The two-way 
keyhole slots and snap-in rivet design provide a simple 
installation. There are no clips, braces, or additional 
hardware needed. The shelves can be adjusted in 1-1/2” 
increments for optimal flexibility. 

The rivet shelving parts are available in a wide variety 
of sizes to fit specific storage requirements. Rivet Style 
Shelving has a weight capacity of 400 - 600 lbs. per 
shelf (depending on size). Rivet Style Shelving can be 
arranged as stationary (fixed) shelving configurations 
and/or mobile shelving configurations. Several color 
and shelf options are available.



Wire Style Shelving
Wire Style Shelving is NSF approved. Wire shelving 
reduces dust build-up, allows free light and air 
circulation, increases sprinkler effectiveness, and 
improves visibility. It is fast and easy to install with 
no special tools required. Wire shelving can be 
safely secured to Pipp’s unique mobile carriages 
using intermediate Wire Post Brackets to create a 
lateral or compacting mobile configuration. Wire 
Style Shelving provides the strength, durability, and 
cleanliness needed in many storage markets, making 
it the appropriate storage solution for healthcare, 
hospitality, and restaurant storage applications and 
other sanitary or clean environments.



ADDITIONAL SECURED STORAGE OPTIONS
 ⊲ Stationary Secured Storage  ⊲ Lockers (solid or C-Thru) ⊲ Mobile Security Cart



ACCESSORIES
 ⊲ Ladders ⊲ Wire Carts  ⊲ Bins


